‘TIS MONDAYITIS!
Tue, Wed, Thu, Fri?
Does your business sometimes feel like this?

Does ‘Mondaitis’ spread to other days in your workplace?
Do you experience under-performance, lack of motivation, difficult work colleagues, negative attitudes?

We can offer you powerful and immediate solutions!

We teach the skills needed for professional performance.

These show up as a ‘can-do’ attitude, enthusiasm and of course increased production.

You can rely on our years of experience and research into workplace attitudes - we are the experts!

Here are your immediate solutions:

‘Dealing With Difficult People and Tricky Situations’
This is an invaluable manual for you and your staff:
Hardcopy $45.00
E-Copy $35.00
These are available for you here now:
www.attitudespecialist.co.nz/resources.htm

A complimentary set of motivational e-posters are included to display in your workplace.

Are We There Yet...
Three and a half billion dollars a year in lost productivity in New Zealand...
75% of disengaged employees are less likely to stay on...
Better personal skills and attitude to work ethics are desperately needed...

Janice Davies is the workplace attitude specialist. You can benefit from her years of experience and research!

Janice offers a first rate Manual and Workshop.

INVEST IN A WORKSHOP SOLUTION!

“Brilliant presenter!”, “Inspiring theory and practical solutions.” “Excellent interactions and visual aids.”
“Stimulating, challenging and enjoyable”

Contact Janice right now to get help with issues around Workplace Attitude, Difficult People, Workplace Re-engagement.